UK Swine Flu Health Minister Resigns From One Click

UK Health Secretary of State, Andrew Burnham (above), Labour Member of Parliament for Leigh, immediately resigned from the One Click News Alerts upon our publication of UK Government Squandered More Than £1 Billion On Swine Flu Con. Do you think that this politician has promoted your best interests over Swine Flu by the organised squandering of over £1 billion of your money? Feel free to make any comment you please to Andrew Burnham MP at burnhama@parliament.uk.

Information Release, The One Click Group

Corrupt WHO Seeks Global Tax On Internet Activity To Benefit Pharma

The World Health Organization (WHO) is considering a plan to ask governments to impose a global consumer tax on such things as Internet activity or everyday financial transactions like paying bills online. The multibillion-dollar "indirect consumer tax" is only one of a "suite of proposals" for financing the rapid transformation of the global medical industry that will go before WHO's 34-member supervisory Executive Board at its biannual meeting in Geneva. The idea is the most lucrative of a number of schemes proposed by a 25-member panel of medical experts, academics and health care bureaucrats who have been working for the past 14 months at WHO's behest on "new and innovative sources of funding".
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UK GPs Refuse Swine Flu Vaccine For Children

Fewer than one in 10 children under five have been vaccinated against swine flu, according to figures released by the Government which show the second phase of the outbreak is all but over. The tiny uptake among children under five, to whom the vaccination campaign was extended before Christmas, appears to vindicate GP leaders’ reluctance to sign up to a national deal linking pay to the under fives’ vaccination. GPs appear to have their work cut out to convince millions of parents to bring their children forward, with many having been put off by fears over the vaccine’s safety.

Ian Quinn, PULSE
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Pharma’s Vaccine Epidemic Goes Into Freefall

The boom in vaccine sales is perfectly illustrated by the performance of GSK’s vaccines division in the fourth quarter. The division shipped almost £835m-worth of pandemic vaccines to governments during the period, compared with a mere £66m the year before. But this giant leap in sales could be about to come to a juddering halt if more governments follow Germany’s lead and cut previously agreed orders. This could be ominous for the vaccines market as its impressive growth over the past few years is directly related to governments’ willingness to pay most of the costs.

Julian Hofmann, Investors Chronicle
Disabled: Samantha Millard had an allergic reaction to Tamiflu which left her blistered and battling blindness

A teenage girl left disabled by the swine flu treatment Tamiflu did not even have the virus, it was revealed today. Samantha Millard, 19, became critically ill after suffering a severe allergic reaction to the tablets, which she took on the advice of the controversial NHS helpline. Within 72 hours of taking three pills, doctors put her on life support. 'They have disabled my daughter from that helpline,' said the 42-year-old, who is now her daughter's full-time carer. A leading health expert also claimed last week that the swine flu outbreak was a 'false pandemic' driven by drug companies that stood to make billions of pounds from a worldwide scare. This led to the pharmaceutical firms ensuring 'enormous gains', while countries, including the UK, 'squandered' their meagre health budgets, with millions being vaccinated against a relatively mild disease.

Cher Thornhill, Daily Mail
Chinese Student Suffered Cerebrospinal Meningitis After Swine Flu Vaccine

Every person to be vaccinated will receive a pink paper noting the possible adverse reaction brought by the A/H1N1 vaccination

The health department in south China's city of Guangzhou found that the injection of A/H1N1 flu vaccine may have led to a student catching meningitis. Tang Xiaoping, a deputy of the city's health watchdog, said Thursday preliminary research indicates the vaccination may cause the disease, but that experts have not proven how the vaccine effects the disease.

Zhang, CRI English, China News